
INFORMAL MINUTES
February 22, 2010 2:00 p.m. Oval Office

PRESENT: Commissioners Kathy George, Mary P. Stern, and Leslie Lewis.

Staff: John M. Gray, Jr., Pat Anderson, Chuck Vesper, Ken Friday, Silas Halloran-Steiner;
Chris Johnson, and Ted Smietana.

Guests: Hannah Hoffman, News-Register; Linda McMahan, OSU Extension Service.

* indicates item forwarded to formal agenda

Kathy called the meeting to order.

* Personnel - Pat presented personnel requests from various departments.  See agenda for
details.

Minutes - Leslie moved approval of the following informal session minutes.  The motion passed
unanimously.

B. O. 10-112 - January 25, 2010
B. O. 10-113 - January 27, 2010 work session
B. O. 10-114 - February 1, 2010

* Approve minutes from the January 27, 2010, formal session.

Special Needs Task Force - Silas Halloran-Steiner distributed the following handouts: Gary
Christensen’s report and recommendations for the task force, a summary of the February 12 policy
group meeting, general points compiled by Carl Gordon after his initial meeting with the policy
group, and an organizational chart of the task force (see Exhibit A).  The group discussed the
implementation of screening tools in the jail to capture data during booking in order to track how
many of each population are being served and allocate resources to the different programs as needed.

OSU Extension Service - Linda McMahan stated that state funding for higher education has been
decreasing and there is no tuition offset for extension service programs.  She said that Scott Reed,
Oregon State University Extension Service Director, has created a series of three conversations
designed to develop some solutions: first, the reorganization of extension service districts to provide
savings; second, possible revenue generation to help maintain the current high level of services; and
third, the realignment of some of the programs.  She said that the first set of proposals will be out
around March 15 and a finalized plan will hopefully be ready by July 1.

She summarized the discussions that took place during a webinar the previous week with
commissioners around the state and reviewed suggestions that were made for improving the
extension service districts, which included better partnerships, more research and delivery of
programs dealing with water, and more involvement of county commissioners.  Kathy added a
suggestion that more research be done on crop blights.  The commissioners invited Linda to keep
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them informed of any further updates or opportunities for involvement.

Department Updates

HHS - Chris Johnson stated that developing his budget is difficult, even without having to
budget a cost of living increase, because of substantial increases in rent, maintenance costs, and
network charges and because PERS reductions weren’t all passed on to the departments, but the state
has reduced its allocations based on those reductions.  He said that the good news is that he has fund
balance that can be used.

He said that he disagrees with the decision to calculate network charges based on the number
of computers on the network because his department has secondary computers that are used
infrequently, thus putting much less pressure on the network than computers in the Sheriff’s Office,
for example, which are used three shifts per day.  He said that a better method would be basing the
charges on the number of user login accounts or e-mail accounts.  Leslie stated that the point is a
good one and acknowledged that the Board didn’t give much thought to the methodology.

Chris discussed drug court grants and said that he believes they will be successful.  He
reported that Public Health and Family & Youth are working on the Yamhill-Carlton school-based
health center, which integrates mental health services as well.  He discussed the biennial plan and
said that he is not pleased with the new format and the resulting document.  He stated that local
pharmacists have noticed improvements as a result of a program to help Adult Mental Health
patients struggling with their medications.  He mentioned that the county is partnering with a nursing
program run by OHSU-Monmouth in order to create a link between primary care physicians and
Abacus.

Community Corrections - Ted Smietana stated that he is continuing to work on the programs
discussed the previous month and is working to implement the Measure 57 grant along with three
others.  He said that the budget is pretty solid because most of the cuts were made during the first
half of the biennium, but the state is projecting a $2.2 billion shortfall for the 2011-13 budget.  He
reviewed personnel changes in his department.

He briefed the Board on a specific case involving a pedophile who is ready to be released
from prison, but has no permanent housing lined up.  He stated that his office is working with the
sheriff to create a long-term plan for this person that includes a prescription for Depo-Provera, the
equivalent of chemical castration for men.  He recommended not releasing the individual until he
has started the prescription.  He noted that the subject is borderline in qualifying for a
Developmental Disabilities designation, but doesn’t quite meet the criteria.  Mary stated that Ted is
working through the appeals process to have the DD designation reconsidered.  The group discussed
the use of Depo-Provera for sex offenders and its cost and availability.

Ted stated that this case has opened up conversations with the sheriff about ongoing issues
related to sex offenders.  He said that the sheriff agrees with the need for some kind of monitored
transitional housing facility, but obstacles include where to locate such a facility and how to pay for
it.  He said that partnering with a local non-profit organization could be beneficial and asked the
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commissioners to let him know if they have any other ideas.

Land Use Briefing - Ken Friday briefed the Board on Planning Docket PAZ-04-09(KF), request for
comp plan/zone change from VLDR 2.5 to LI Light Industrial to eventually accommodate a storage
lot for recreational vehicles, applicant Far West Development.  The commissioners agreed not to
schedule a site visit because they are all familiar with the property.

* Committees - See agenda for details.

* Dues - Authorize the payment of $16,800 to the Association of Oregon Counties for 2010
dues.  

* AmeriCorps - Consideration of authorizing the submission of a membership application to
AmeriCorps, subject to approval by the Chair and County Counsel.  Mary stated that she has been
working on modifying the application to include a water conservation focus.  The group discussed
rainwater treatment systems and other options for water conservation.

The meeting adjourned at 4:03 p.m.

Anne Britt
Secretary
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